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clear of engagement with the gear when the armrest is pivoted
in another direction. The new armrest incorporates fewer
components lowering cost of production, improving torsion
force and load bearing capabilities, improving life of the
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ADJUSTABLE ARMREST DEVICE
REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

This application claims priority to Provisional Application
No. 61/745,135 filed Dec. 21, 2012, which is hereby incor
porated by reference.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
10

The present invention relates to furniture and, more par
ticularly, to an adjustable armrest device. Furniture pieces,
Such as chairs, lounges, sofas and the like, often include
armrests that are made to pivotably adjust relative to a back
Support/element. Armrests may be made to move from the
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vertical to the horizontal. This is often desirable in aircraft,

vehicle, RV, watercraft and certain other applications where
space is a commodity, that is, where passengers are made to
move in and out and in between tight spaces where armrests
tend to protrude. Thus, armrests do not just Support an indi
viduals arms while seated. An armrest also serves as a grab
handle.

This feet cuts short substantially the lifecycle of armrests
that are designed to be adjustable at points between the ver
tical and horizontal positions so as to provide optimum com
fort for their reclining occupants, i.e., incrementally adjust
able armrests. Their lifecycles are approximately 10,000
cycles. Conventional armrest devices that are adjustable
incrementally cannot bear up under typical grab handle loads.
Load bearing on the order of 1,400-1,600 Newton (N) hori
Zontal and 2.300-2,500 N in the vertical range is required for
proper and reliable operation. Conventional armrests tend to
be complex in design and have too many moving parts. The
parts connecting the armrest to the back and which facilitate
incremental adjustment of the armrest relative to the back
Support bend, wear and eventually break.
Thus, it would be advantageous to provide an improved
adjustable armrest device capable of meeting load require
ments greater than 2,400 N (vertical force) and 1,500 N
(horizontal force). When compared with existing units, such
adjustable devices should be capable of being produced with
out adding to the weight or manufacturing cost of those now
available. The device should have fewer moving parts for easy
manufacture and assembly in high Volume production. It is
also desirable to provide an improved adjustable armrest hav
ing a longer useful life.
It is finally highly desirable to provide a new adjustable
device for connecting an armrest to a furniture piece that
incorporates fewer components lowering cost of production,
improving torsion force and load bearing capabilities,
improving life of the furniture piece and strengthening arm
rest and furniture piece assembly.
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available.

ends. The central section has a ledge for engagement with the
exterior cam surface of the ring. The ratchet teeth extend
across the entire width of the tail. A tension spring is included
for constantly urging the tail of the ratchet in a direction
toward engagement with the gear. The ratchet teeth engage
the detents between the gear teeth in response to pivoting the
armrest from the lower position in a direction toward the
upper position to define movement of the armrest in incre
ments of between two and ten degrees (2-10).
In another aspect of the invention, an adjustable connecting
device is provided for connecting an armrest to a back Support
element of a furniture piece so that the angle of the armrest
relative to the back support element may be incrementally
adjusted between an upper position, which is beyond parallel
(obliquely angled relative to the horizontal) with the hack
Support element, and a lower position, which is about hori
Zontal. The connecting device includes a pivot pin with one
end adapted to be connected to the back Support element so
the armrest is pivotable on the pin. A gear is positioned on the
pin. The gear has a face with an upstanding portion and
exterior teeth. A cam ring with an interior Surface and an
exterior cam Surface is also positioned on the pin. A ratchet
carried by the armrest has a cylinder portion at one end, a tail
with teeth at another end, and a central section between the

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Therefore, it is an object of the invention to provide an
improved adjustable armrest.
It is also an object of the invention to provide an improved
adjustable armrest capable of meeting load requirements
greater than 2,400 N (vertical force) and 1,500 N (horizontal
force).
It is also an object of the invention to provide an improved
adjustable armrest capable of being produced without adding
to the weight or manufacturing cost of Such devices currently

2
It is also an object of the invention to provide an improved
adjustable armrest having fewer moving parts for easy manu
facture and assembly in high Volume applications.
It is finally an object of the invention to provide a new
adjustable device for connecting an armrest to a furniture
piece that incorporates fewer components lowering cost of
production, improving torsion force and load bearing capa
bilities, improving life of the furniture piece and strengthen
ing armrest and furniture piece assembly.
In the broader aspects of the invention, an adjustable arm
rest is provided that is especially useful for attaching to a back
support member of a furniture piece. The novel armrest
design enables the angle of the armrest relative to the back
Support element to be incrementally adjusted between an
upper vertical position and a lower position while not adding
to the weight or manufacturing cost. The armrest includes a
housing with an inside and an outside bracket wall. Each of
the walls has a bore formed there through. A pivot pin posi
tioned in the housing is Supported by each of the bores. A gear
is positioned on the pin. The gear has teeth extending across
its entire width to define detents. The gear includes an upper
position stop and a lower position stop. There is a cam on the
pivot pin with an interior Surface for rotational engagement
with the gear, and an exterior cam Surface. A ratchet is carried
by the armrest and has a pivot at one end, a tail with ratchet

60
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ends. The central section has a ledge for engagement with the
exterior cam Surface of the cam ring. A tension spring con
stantly urges the tail of the ratchet in a direction toward
engagement with the gear.
In another aspect, the gear, cam ring, ratchet and tension
spring are housed between brackets.
In another aspect, opposite sides of the gear each has a face
with a respective upstanding portion so that a gear may be
assembled into a right hand armrest or a left hand armrest.
In still another aspect, opposite sides of the central section
of the ratchet each has a ledge for engagement with the
exterior cam Surface of a cam ring. The gear has an upper
position stop and a lower position stop each extending out
wardly from the gear.
In yet another aspect, the pin has an outside end and an
inside end, and the gear is mounted to the outside end. The
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inside end of the pin has a cross bore formed at an angle with
the horizontal of between twenty and twenty-five degrees
(20°-250).
The ratchet teeth engage detents between the gear teeth in
response to pivoting the armrest from the lower position in a
direction toward the upper position to define movement of the
armrest in increments of between two and ten degrees (2'10°).
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The above-mentioned and other features and objects of the
invention and the manner of attaining them will become more
apparent and the invention better understood by reference to
the following description of an embodiment of the invention
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings and
descriptive matter in which there is illustrated a preferred

10

of the invention.
15

embodiment of the invention.

FIG. 1 is a side plan view of a chair with the adjustable
armrest of the invention attached to the back support element
indicating the range of movement of the armrest.
FIG. 2 is an isometric view of the adjustable armrest device
of the invention.

FIG. 3 is an isometric exploded view of the adjustable
armrest device shown disassembled.

FIG. 4 is a cross sectional view of the adjustable armrest
taken along lines 4-4 of FIG. 2.
FIG. 5 is a cross sectional view of the adjustable armrest
taken along lines 5-5 of FIG. 2.
FIG. 6A is a cross section view like FIG. 5. The phantom
lines represent the horizontal and the vertical. The arrow
shows the direction the armrest pivots.
FIG. 6B is a side plan view of the opposite side of the
adjustable armrest device of FIG. 6A with the inside bracket

25
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35

removed.

FIG. 8A is a cross section view like FIG. 5 showing the
armrest in the upper position, beyond parallel with the back
Support element, with the lower position stop of the gear
shown abutting the interior bracket wall.
FIG. 8B is a side plan view of the opposite side of the
adjustable armrest device of FIG. 8A with the inside bracket
removed showing the ledge of the central section of the
ratchet riding along the cam Surface of the ring.
FIG.9A is a cross section view like FIG. 5 showing move
ment of the armrest toward the lower position illustrating the
ratchet teeth clear of engagement with the detents of the gear

40

45

is utilized as a fastener and, measured 250 mm forward of the
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fastener center line, will support vertical and horizontal load
bearing forces on the order of 1,400-1,600N and 2,300-2,500
N, respectively, in applications where persons grasp, sit or
lean on the armrest. The result is improved torsion force
Support and load-bearing capabilities, which are the primary
reasons the life of conventional armrests and their connec

bracket wall.

FIG. 10B is a side plan view of the opposite side of the
adjustable armrest device of FIG. 10A with the inside bracket

60

removed.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION
65

The adjustable armrest of the invention includes an armrest
18 for attaching to a back support element 12 of a furniture

More specifically, in one embodiment, the armrest has a
housing defined by inside and outside bracket walls 22, 24
that come together and sandwich the pivot pin 30, gear 48,
cam 70 and ratchet 50, as shown in FIG. 2. The brackets are
preferably formed from a rigid material Such as metal, metal
alloys, plastic or the like. In the embodiment illustrated, the
brackets are stamped tube and plate high strength steel having
a steel gauge of between about 12 and 14, which makes the
armrest strong and yet no heavier than existing devices. The
brackets are stamped and/or machined to possess the requisite
bores 21, 23 for left and right armrests and secured together
using known means such as deformed fasteners 29.
As best shown in FIGS. 3-4, the pivot pin 30 includes a
shaft 32 with a cross bore 33 extending through it for receiv
ing a fastener Such as a screw or pinto secure the pivot pin 30
to the back support element of the furniture piece. In one
embodiment, the angle of the cross bore, that is, the angle at
which the armrest 10 is required with respect to the horizontal
to insert a fastener into the bore 33 is between twenty and
twenty-five degrees (20°-25°). In the preferred embodiment,
an eight millimeter alloy steel, 10.9 Grade or equivalent bolt

50

teeth.

FIG.9B is a side plan view of the opposite side of the
adjustable armrest device of FIG. 9A with the inside bracket
removed showing the ledge of the central section of the
ratchet riding along the cam Surface of the ring.
FIG. 10A is a cross section view like FIG. 5 showing the
armrest in the lower position, beyond the horizontal, with the
upper position stop of the gear shown abutting the interior

Referring to FIGS. 2-5, the new adjustable armrest 10
includes a housing defined by an inside and an outside bracket
wall 22, 24. Bores 21, 23 in the walls support a pivot pin 30
with a gear 40 so that the armrest is pivotable on the pin. A
ratchet 50 with a pawl 51 is pivotably connected to the arm
rest. The ratchet 50 is also configured so that the pawl 51 may
engage the gear to define incremental ratcheting movement of
the armrest 10 on the pin 30 when the armrest is pivoted in one
direction. There is also provided a cam ring 70 adapted to
selectively rotate and engage the gear 40 with upward move
ment of the armrest. A cam surface 72 contacts a portion of the
ratchet 50 and pivots the ratchet clear of engagement with the
gear teeth 42 when the armrest is pivoted in a downward
direction.

removed.

FIG. 7A is a cross section view like FIG. 5 showing move
ment of the armrest toward the upper position illustrating the
ratchet teeth engaging the detents.
FIG. 7B is a side plan view of the opposite side of the
adjustable armrest device of FIG. 7A with the inside bracket

4
piece 14 so that the angle of the armrest relative to the back
Support element may be incrementally adjusted between a
lower position and an upper position, as the example of FIG.
1 illustrates. The novel adjustable connecting device 20
defines the broadest aspect of the invention. The device may
be used in connection with any furniture piece where incre
mental adjustment of one part relative to another is desirable.
Examples may include an armrest along the lines of the one
shown in the figures, which may be connected to the back
Support of a chair, or the adjustable connecting device 20 may
have application with respect to recliners and lounges, for
example, where a pivot connection between a seat and back
Support is pivotable utilizing the adjustable connecting device

tions to a furniture piece become worn and fail.
The shaft of the pin includes an enlarged head 36 having
opposite plan sides 37. A gear 40 is positioned on the pin. The
gear has teeth 42 extending across its entire width to define
detents. The gear includes an upper position stop 82 and a
lower position stop 84 each extending outwardly from the
gear 40. Gear 40 has an opening 41 with opposite plan sides
44 for Snuggly receiving the head 36. The opening is framed
by an upstanding portion 46 with a front face 43. When
assembled between brackets 22, 24, there is a minimal gap to
insure tree rotation when the gear is on the pin. The inner side
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45 of the gear also includes an upstanding portion 47, as
illustrated in FIGS. 3-4. The upstanding portions have oppo
site sides that converge to a point 49.
A ratchet 50 with a pawl 51 is pivotably connected by a
ratchet pin 60 to the armrest between the brackets 22, 24 so
that the ratchet is carried by the armrest 10. In one embodi
ment, the ratchet 50 is pivotably connected to the interior
bracket 22 by a ratchet pin 60 that resides in the cylinder 54.
The pawl has a tail with teeth 52 that extend across the entire
width of the tail at one end for engaging the teeth 42 of the
gear 40 to define incremental ratcheting movement of the
armrest 10 when the armrest is pivoted in one direction on the
pivot pin 30. The tail of the ratchet extends from a generally
hollow cylinder portion 54 at its other end. The ratchet
includes a central section 55 between the ends connecting the
cylinder portion and tail, and which has raised ledges 57 on
both sides of the central section. Each of the ledges has a
cutout 53 for receiving a portion of a tension spring 56, which
is operatively arranged to constantly urge the pawl 51 of the
ratchet into engagement with the gear 40.
With reference to FIGS. 3-4, the outer diameter of the pin
60 is smaller on its ends 61, 63 than it is at its central portion
62 such that the bores in the interior and exterior brackets may
receive the ends of the pin 60 and securely support the ratchet
50 so that the pawl 51 may engage the gear 40 to define
incremental ratcheting movement of the armrest on the pin
when the armrest is pivoted in one direction, as described
below. Providing dual ledges 57 on both sides of the central

10
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bracket, as shown in FIGS. 8A-8B.

In the other direction, FIGS. 9A-10B, the cam ring 70 is
rotated in the downward direction until the other of the sides
25

section 55 of the ratchet 50 means that the same ratchet can be

installed in a left armrest or a right armrest. This saves cost
and mart hours since the pieces are interchangeable and do
not have to be matched with a particular orientation during
high volume manufacture and assembly of the armrest 10.
In one embodiment, the cam 70 is a closed ring with a
central opening 75. The central opening of the cam has an
interior Surface that is shaped to include a Substantially linear
segment having at least two Substantially straight sides 74,76.
The ring may be formed from the same material as the other
parts described above. The cam ring 70 has an exterior cam
surface 72 that cams the ratchet 50 clear of engagement with
the gear 40 when the armrest 10 is pivoted in one direction.
This is done when the side ledge 57 of the ratchet 50 rides
along the exterior camming Surface 72 of the cam upon piv
oting the armrest in the downward direction, as described
below.

Referring to FIGS. 6A-10B illustrate movement of the new
armrest device 10. The novel design is characterized in that
the interior surface of the cam ring 70 is adapted to selectively
rotate and engage the gear 40 and hence effect the rotation
desired. When the cam ring 70 is positioned on the pivot pin
30, the circular side of the upstanding portion 46 of the gear
40 is bound by the two substantially straight sides 74, 76 of
the interior surface of the cam ring, as shown in FIGS. 6B, 7B.
8B,9B and 10B. Thus, upon pivoting the armrest 10, the gear
40 rotates, and one of the opposite sides that converge to form
the point 49 of the upstanding side of the gear 40 contacts one
of the straight sides 74 (FIG. 7B) of the interior of the cam
ring 70. With the cam ring 70 held in this static position, the
armrest may be pivoted upward incrementally, i.e., ratcheting
from a lower position to an upper position within the detents
defined by the teeth 42, 52. In one embodiment, the degree of

30

35

40

45

50

In this position, illustrated in FIGS. 1, 8A and 8B, the
armrest is preferably not greater man negative five degrees
(-5) from horizontal, and in one embodiment, the lower
most position is not greater than negative ten degrees from
horizontal (-10). Like the brackets 22, 24, the pivot pin 30,
gear 40, ratchet 50, pin 60 and cam 70 are each formed from
rigid material Such as steel, metal alloy, plastic or the like. In
one embodiment, these parts are machined from steel. Since
there are few moving parts, the cost of production is lower
when compared to conventional adjustable armrests, and the
selective rotation of the new cam and gear design result in the
parts locking together as a single load-bearing unit, which
makes the new armrest dependable and longer lasting.
While the invention has been illustrated and described in

detail in the drawings and foregoing description, the same is
to be considered illustrative and not restrictive in character. It
is understood that the embodiments have been shown and
55

described in the foregoing specification in Satisfaction of the
best mode and enablement requirements. It is understood that
one of ordinary skill in the art could readily make a nearly
infinite number of insubstantial changes and modifications to
the above-described embodiments and that it would be

60

movement between each tooth, and detent, is between about

drawings, the armrest may be moved approximately thirty to
forty-five degrees (30-45°) within the ratcheting range,

of the upstanding portion 46 of the gear that converges to form
the point 49 contacts the straight side 76 of the cam ring 70.
With the cam in this position, the armrest may be lowered, and
the raised ledge 57 of the ratchet 50 rides atop the external
cam surface 72 of the cam ring 70 thus pivoting the ratchet so
that the teeth 52 of the pawl are clear of engagement with the
gear 40. Such downward movement of the armrest may con
tinue until the ratchet descends the front slope portion 77 of
the cam Surface 72 and contacts the gear's lower stop 84, as
shown in FIG. 10B. In a manner characterized similarly to
that when the armrest is in the upperhard stop position, except
that the load bearing is in the opposite, or (horizontal) or
(vertical) attitude, substantially greater loads may be bornby
the armrest as the gear comes to bear against the plate steel of
the armrest bracket.

two and ten degrees (2°-10). The preferred degree of move
ment is approximately six degrees (6') between each tooth.

Hence, in accordance with the embodiment shown in the

6
which is characterized by engagement of the gear teeth with
the ratchet teeth 52. More preferably, the movement within
the detents is between the lower position, which is approxi
mately horizontal relative to the seat, and the upper position,
which, as illustrated in FIGS. 1, 8A and 8B, is beyond parallel
with the back support element of the furniture piece.
When the armrest 10 is moved upward beyond the upper
most detent position, the raised ledge 57 of the ratchet 50
rides atop the external cam surface 72 of the cam 70 thus
pivoting the ratchet at pivot pin 60 so that the teeth 52 of the
pawl 51 are clear of engagement with the teeth 42 of the gear
40. Such upward movement of the armrest may continue until
the ratchet 50 contacts the cam’s upper stop 78 (FIG. 3) and
the armrest is in its upper position, as shown in FIGS. 8A-8B.
Thus, in the upper stop position (FIGS. 8A-8B), increased
horizontal) or (vertical) lever loads, that is, loads displaced
on the end of the armrest, for example, may be born by the
armrest because the pin 30, cam ring 70 and gear 40 are hard
stopped as a single unit against the plate steel of the armrest

impractical to attempt to describe all Such embodiment varia
tions in the present specification. Thus, it is understood that it
is desirable to protect all the changes and modifications that
come within the spirit of the invention.
What is claimed is:

65

1. An adjustable connecting device for connecting an arm
rest to a back Support element of a furniture piece so that the
angle of the armrest relative to the back Support element may
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be incrementally adjusted between an upper position and a
lower position, the device comprising:
a pivot pin with one end adapted to be connected to the back
Support element so the armrest is pivotable on the pin;
agear on the pin, said gear having a face with an upstanding
portion, said gear also having exterior teeth;
a cam ring on the pin with an interior Surface and an

5

exterior cam Surface,

a ratchet carried by the armrest having a cylinder portion at
a pivot end, a tail with teeth at another end, and a central
section between said ends, opposite lateral sides of said
central section of the ratchet each has a ledge for engage
ment with the exterior cam Surface of the cam ring for
pivoting the ratchet upon rotation of the armrest; and
a tension spring for constantly urging the tail of the ratchet
in a direction toward engagement with the gear.
2. A device according to claim 1, wherein the gear, cam
ring, ratchet and tension spring are housed between brackets.
3. A device according to claim 2, wherein opposite sides of
said gear each has a face with a respective upstanding portion
for engaging the interior Surface of the cam ring to rotate the
ring, the gear comprising an upper position stop and a lower
position stop each extending outwardly from the gear.
4. A device according to claim 1, wherein opposite sides of
said gear each has a face with a respective upstanding portion
for engaging the interior Surface of the cam ring to rotate the
ring.
5. A device according to claim 1, wherein the ratchet teeth
extend across an entire width of the ratchet and engage
detents between the gear teeth in response to pivoting the
armrest from the lower position in a direction toward the
upper position to define movement of the armrest in incre
ments of between two and ten degrees (2°-10), said gear
teeth extend across an entire width of the gear.
6. An adjustable armrest for attaching to a back Support
member of a furniture piece so that the angle of the armrest
relative to the back support element may be incrementally
adjusted between an upper position and a lower position, the
armrest comprising:
a housing with an inside and an outside bracket wall, each
of the walls has a bore formed there through;
a pivot pin in the housing Supported by each of the bores,
the pivot pin having one end adapted to be connected to
the back Support element so the armrest is pivotable on
the pin;

10
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8
a gear positioned on the pin, said gear having teeth extend
ing across the entire width of the gear to define detents,
said gear comprising an upper position stop and a lower
position stop;
a cam ring positioned on the pivot pin with an interior
Surface for selective rotational engagement with the
gear, and an exterior cam Surface, the interior of the ring
receives an upstanding portion formed on a side face of
the gear, said interior Surface of the cam comprising a
linear segment with sides, each of the sides respectively
contacting opposite converging sides of the upstanding
portion of the gear to define an upper stop position and a
lower stop position;
a ratchet earned by the armrest having a pivot at one end, a
tail with ratchet teeth at another end, and a central Sec

tion between the two ends, said central section having a
ledge for engagement with the exterior cam Surface of
the ring to pivot the ratchet upon rotation of the armrest,
said ratchetteeth extending across the entire width of the
tail; and
a tension spring operatively arranged in the housing for
constantly urging the tail of the ratchet in a direction
toward engagement with the gear;
wherein the ratchet teeth engage the detents between the
gear teeth in response to pivoting the armrest from the
lower position in a direction toward the upper position to
define movement of the armrest in increments of

30

35
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between two and ten degrees (2-10).
7. An armrest according to claim 6, wherein said incremen
tal movement of the armrest between the lower position and
the upper position, which is characterized by said teeth and
detent engagement, defines a range between thirty and forty
five degrees (30-45°).
8. An armrest according to claim 6, wherein the exterior
cam Surface of the ring includes an indention that receives a
locking peg on the gear for stopping rotation of the cam ring
relative to the gear and for Supporting load displaced on the
armrest when the armrest is in the upper stop position.
9. An armrest according to claim 8, wherein opposite sides
of said gear each has a face with a respective upstanding
portion for engaging the interior Surface of the cam ring to
rotate the ring.
10. An armrest according to claim 9, wherein opposite
sides of said central section of the ratchet each has a ledge for
engagement with an exterior cam Surface of a cam ring for
pivoting the ratchet upon rotation of the armrest.
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